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Urban sprawl in Latin America has been described as one of the major problems
of ‘the growth machine’ considering its social, economic and environmental
impacts. In response, most planning policies have been designed on anti-sprawl
narratives to restrain urban growth and intensify inner densification as synonym
of urban sustainability. However, the reality is that urban sprawl has been
thoroughly consolidated by all tiers of governments and has become a
longstanding pattern of urban development. On this basis and assuming the
inevitability of urban sprawl, I use the capital city of Chile – Santiago – to explore
the different ecologies defined by suburban land-fragmentation that
characterises Santiago’s sprawling growth. To do so, I focus on the wide spectrum
of undeveloped areas, open tracts, vacant lands and other interstitial spaces, to
identify their environmental potentials and propose an alternative point of entry
in the studies of suburbanisation from the ecologies of land-fragmentation and
what is apparently still undeveloped, under-developed or non-urbanised. This
paper aims to challenge anti-sprawl policies in light of these emerging ecologies,
and emphasis land-fragmentation as a value for a more sustainable suburban
development. It is also proposed that if land-fragmentation is included and even
codified in planning, it may help to improve long-term policies and inspire
modernizations beyond anti-sprawl narratives. Lastly, the paper suggests that
more sustainable urban development of city-regions might include these varied
suburban interstices that operate upon the transformation of sprawling
geographies, and consider them as rich sources of environmental assets to inform
more comprehensive planning solutions.
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